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• What if you were put in charge of the World tomorrow?
• How would you run the planet?
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• Would you make a better leader than the self proclaimed first "Cyberspace Global Ruler", Andronicos “The Great”?
• Are these the words of a wise philosopher or crazy mad man?
• Is this THE blueprint for World peace and security or recipe for disaster?
• Are you wise enough to break the secret code found in the 12-12-12 Book?

This book has been edited for UK politically correct expressions as at 28th March 2004. This may not be the case in other English speaking countries.
About the Author

Andronicos and his two alter egos

In this website and throughout the 12-12-12 book there are 3 different Andronicos characters so as to give the reader an interesting and original plot for impact and enjoyment purposes. Before proceeding, please note that the real author does not profess to be "Great" and does not suffer from a mental illusion that he is actually in charge of the planet. He is an ordinary person like you and me, who is using the freedom of speech to put forward a number of ideas, some quite original, to make the World a better place to live in: now and in the future.

It maybe worth knowing, before writing the 12-12-12 book, (which is fully readable online on this website and downloadable free of charge in PDF format), the author had a short list of a few pseudonyms to use instead of the grand title Andronicos "The Great". These included: Brian the Benevolent, Michael the Magnificent, Stavros the Supreme, Jehoshophat the Judge and even Nathan the Nut. Unfortunately they didn't sound right, so the author chose to use his own name and risk the occasional raised eyebrow and joke at his expense. The name Andronicos actually means 'The man who conquers'.

After reading his work, he is open to suggestions to change the star character within 12-12-12, to Andronicos the Nut, if the consensus of public opinion suggests this should be the case.

The 3 characters within 12-12-12 will now be introduced:

Andronicos "The Great" is the author's first alter ego who is the self proclaimed Director of the Human Race and Manager Planet Earth. A very controversial self opinionated man who doesn't tolerate fools.

Andronicos "The Cynic" is his second alter ego who argues with "The Great" on many issues. A pessimist by nature; sarcastic, cynical and arrogant.

Andronicos The Mediator is the real Andronicos, author of the 12-12-12 book and website. He has no illusions to grandeur or greatness. As you will read within the website, he spends some effort attempting to mediate between his alter egos to stop them squabbling and sometimes acts as "The Great's" apologist.

The Real Andronicos (Author of 12-12-12)

Andronicos is a 45 year old British Greek Cypriot who was born in Africa and moved to England when he was 3 years old. He is an expert on the automation of Problem and Change Management at large Computer centres, and the setting up of global Helpdesks. He has lectured in many countries over the years and has been a guest speaker at various international computer conferences using his unorthodox style of humour and irreverence to liven up the usually nerdish subject matter.
Andronicos has invented a commercial software product to help people avoid misunderstandings and communicate more effectively by using the power of voice rather than typed text when sending emails. He is now responsible for an international initiative to provide this software free of charge, **to assist people with disabilities communicate more effectively**. Using this technology he invented, Andronicos plans to undertake a PhD study in using audio stimulation techniques to assist in the rehabilitation and treatment of comatose, unconscious and brain injured patients.

Andronicos has also patented a process and system to electronically harvest Corporate late payment surcharges, code named 'The Robin Hood System', to benefit registered charities, NGOs, national tax authorities, and small businesses internationally. The concept is a non profit initiative.

Outside his business interests, Andronicos enjoys reading non-fiction books and although slightly dyslexic, likes to write satirical song lyrics, serious poetry and is a ghost humour writer. He is also an accredited Mediator and has undertaken training on how to be a TV Presenter.

Using his extensive experience in commercial 'Problem Management', Andronicos has written this internationally popular very unusual paradoxical website, to get people interested in proposing solutions to the major problems in the world and their local communities in general.

**The real Andronicos, the author, does not profess to be "Great" and is quite honoured by the amount of interest the www.12-12-12.org website is attracting.**

**About the 12-12-12 Book**

What would you do if you were in charge of the World? Could you help bring about Global Peace within a few years? What about hunger and extreme poverty - how would you eradicate these and other human evils by a certain date, which for arguments sake has been set to be December 12th 2012 (12/12/12)? Would you or your fellow classmates make a good Director of the Human Race and Manager Planet Earth? The author of the book entitled 12-12-12 has attempted to do just that. He collected, analysed and indexed every major problem in the World over an 87 day period in 2002 and offered his solution to resolving them, with a view to getting other people to talk about the controversial subjects of Religion and Politics.

The www.12-12-12.org website is predominantly the online version of this book, including useful external links and discussion topics.
Book Overview

- Where will the trillions of dollars needed to eradicate extreme poverty by December 12th 2012, come from?
- How will this stop ALL wars by December 12th 2012? (Show me ALL wars and national disputes in the World)
- How will some of the money be spent to make the above happen?
- Are you one of the 200,000 Rulers of the World? If so please read an important letter addressed to you, which you will find near the end of this book.
- How can my family and I help the 12-12-12 initiative, without it costing us one penny? (Refer to appendix F.)
- Show me ALL environmental problems in the World
- Are you wise enough to break the secret code found in section 11.60.30? Try doing so for 12 minutes now or find when the answer will be revealed.

Summary of Section 1: Eradication of Extreme Poverty by December 12th 2012

Andronicos "The Great" gives various directives relating to eradicating extreme poverty by IOI December 12th, 2012. He describes that the key to undertaking such a huge task is a Bond financed $2 trillion investment fund which will create homes for the homeless, food for the hungry and jobs for the unemployed. This fund will be a cross between the Marshall Plan, a global charity, a multinational corporation and giant pension scheme. Andronicos "The Great" explains how he will get the money: from public corporations who will be forced to take part (either directly investing in the Bonds or by their provision of security to Banks to lend real money), institutional and State pension funds and wealthy nations. He further explains that the return on investment could be massive for future generations, even retiring the national debts of donor countries.

As far as boosting the global economy, such an unprecedented international scheme will boost global stock markets and global GDP and the proceeds from government taxation will increase. Wars are usually good for employment, productivity and economies. Andronicos "The Great" wants to start a war... against war and extreme poverty.

To assist in his directives to eliminate war by IOI December 12th, 2012, Andronicos "The Great" explains which countries will be allowed to benefit from the Bond and how they may qualify to do so in future.

Other directives relating to the eradication of extreme poverty covered in this section include the Banana Experiment, forcing certain World Rulers to fast once a month so they can experience the pangs of hunger personally and a new non religious custom to be adopted worldwide every Thursday involving a chipped bowl.

Summary of Section 2: Health and Social Issues

Andronicos "The Great" gives various directives relating to Health and Social issues which will impact the 12-12-12 initiative in some way or another. He explains his
policies towards "soft drugs" such as alcohol, tobacco and Marijuana and the measures he wants adopted for "hard drugs" such as Cocaine and Heroin. A rather controversial plan involving government agencies such as the DEA buying all the hard drugs direct from the farmers in certain parts of the World is described.

On the very emotional subject of abortion, Andronicos "The Great" has a third alternative to pro life and pro choice which is rather novel.

Various other matters are explored, directives given and solutions found to many of the problems faced relating to Health and Social issues in this section.

**Summary of Section 3: Environmental Issues**

Andronicos "The Great" sees environmental matters as key issues to resolve as part of the 12-12-12 initiative. He directs environmental protection initiatives from various agencies - some minor others major to protect the planet.

His novel approach to Asteroid destruction using the complete nuclear arsenals of India and Pakistan is explained. The key to his environmental plans and arguably the key to making the whole 12-12-12 initiative a success is Andronicos "The Great's" unprecedented historic project to turn the Sahara Desert into a huge food growing region that will indirectly provide virtual land to many millions of poor families across the World without families actually having to move to North Africa.

A major component of this section is a definitive list (3,500) of international environmental matters broken down on a country by country basis, with a directive by Andronicos "The Great" instructing all parties to begin the immediate resolution of these problems so that half will be permanently eliminated by December 12 2007.

**Summary of Section 4: Education Issues**

Andronicos "The Great" gives various directives relating to education matters, as he believes these are intrinsic in ensuring the 12-12-12 initiative is a success.

He covers general education issues, drugs, the teaching of morality, racism, unwanted pregnancies and a new annual bonfire celebration.

A directive to build a massive online library of mankind's knowledge in Alexandria, Egypt is described.

**Summary of Section 5: Eradication of War, Tribal Misunderstandings, and Terrorism by December 12th 2012**

Andronicos "The Great" provides his directives to eliminate war by IOI December 12th, 2012. He delegates the task of finding solutions to so called "minor" disputes with so called advanced countries. A list of every known international dispute is itemised (5,500).

Andronicos "The Great" initially concentrates on directives to getting immediate peace in Northern Ireland and Israel with solutions to help all the people in Cuba and Cyprus.
The Israeli/Palestinian solution is rather unique and is connected to the Sahara Desert reclamation project described in Section 3.

**Summary of Section 6: Business Commerce and Economics Issues**

Andronicos "The Great's" directives relating to business commerce and economics are described in some detail in this section, including a new World currency and the use of alternative money. He describes a patented system to harvest late payment surcharges known as the Robin Hood System. It will take money from corporations and subsidise charities and be a replacement to some aspects of personal taxation.

Andronicos "The Great" goes for the jugular and explains what he wants from the WTO, IMF, World Bank, credit reporting agencies, banks, auditors, unions, insurance companies and public corporations. He requests an asset list from every country in the World modelled on the UK model.

**Summary of Section 7: Religious and Spiritual Issues**

Andronicos "The Great's" very, very controversial opinions on religion and spirituality are grouped together in Section 7.

He tells what religious leaders must do to help achieve World peace. He introduces the *Secret Gospel of Thomas* and asks adherents to the major monotheist faiths to read each other's Holy Books. He issues a peaceful Fatwa against violent Muslim clerics, he asks the State of Israel to apologise for a historic miscarriage of justice, he asks the Catholic Church to sign an indulgence letter he has prepared for them and asks for an asset list from all religious organisations around the World.

Andronicos "The Great" describes himself as the World's first Monotheon and asks those who wish, to send an electronic prayer which will eventually be simultaneously delivered to Mecca and Jerusalem by children of Muslim, Jewish and Christian faiths.

**Summary of Section 8: Justice Law and Order Issues**

Andronicos "The Great" directs what needs to be done on the subject of justice, law and order. Crime, punishment, prisons, executions, extradition treaties, judges and sex offenders are covered.

He outlines immediate directives so as to eliminate many problems in this area, demands a UN global action force and an online database of every law and what it means.

**Summary of Section 9: Human Rights Issues**

Andronicos "The Great" is very much an advocate of Human Rights whether it be that of children, women, "gays", indigenous populations, slaves and even prostitutes. He explains what he wants done - immediately.
Summary of Section 10: Planetary Management Issues

Andronicos "The Great" has grouped his directives on managing the planet in this section. As an anti bureaucrat he describes what he wants from senior civil servants, mayors and taxation. He gives his directives to the UN and all 200,000 grade A, B, C and S list Rulers of the World who have the power to make the IOI 12-12-12 initiative happen.

Summary of Section 11: Miscellaneous matters

Andronicos "The Great" groups together various miscellaneous matters in this section - junk mail, space junk, animal rights, new global standards and even a new calendar to begin on December 22, 2012 are described.

Summary of Section 12: For a Happier Planet

Andronicos "The Great" describes and directs a number of initiatives to make Earth a happier planet. Zoos, aquariums, artificial coral reefs, summer camps for peace, the "Community Support Card" and the new Global Flag.

Let's begin...........

You may not be aware of the fact that Andronicos “The Great” is now in charge of the World. He has issued approximately 600 directives, broken down into the 12 groupings of World issues found below. His aim – The total eradication of extreme poverty and war, using peaceful means, by the year 2012. His nemesis, Andronicos “The Cynic” enjoys making fun of the grand plan.

Read what they have to say and perhaps consider utilising certain parts as a teaching aid by using the World Leaders Game and discussion topics from www.12-12-12.org. The discussion topics (and questions) can be found at the end of this book.
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8.0 Justice Law and Order Issues

8.10 Capital punishment

The practice of executing people has been in existence since mankind’s creation.

Capital punishment neither deters crime nor reduces crime. It is potentially barbaric and mistakes have been known to have occurred, look at recent cases in the Sovereign Tribes of America, where many death row prisoners have been exonerated – some within hours of execution. Although fundamentalists will point out the Holy Books have allowed the practice in certain controlled situations, it should be noted this was at a time during mankind’s history when the technology, resources and customs did not exist to safely and humanely incarcerate prisoners for long durations of time.

The Tribal Sovereign States that refuse to ban capital punishment for the time being, should offer the following compromise:

- The humane method used on animals should also be used on condemned prisoners: lethal injection. Think about it. Is there a deep subconscious desire to make the prisoner “burn” on an electric chair, so that they suffer pain as a last act of revenge? If this is the case, how far should the State go? Poke the condemned prisoner’s eyes out or chop their fingers off? Why not reintroduce medieval hanging drawing and quartering? Such treatment is clearly barbaric, so I direct a quick and painless solution: Lethal injection.

- Up to 12 hours prior to an execution, a condemned prisoner who has asked for mercy from the close family of the victim must be shown mercy if the majority of the five closest (victim’s) relatives allow it and privately advise the Tribal leader of their intentions.

Regardless of this, a low life condemned prisoner who has been found guilty of class 1 murder or class 1 child rape, should be given the option of a suicide poison tablet one year into their sentence and once every year thereafter on the anniversary of their vile deed. This should only apply if requested by the prisoner, the majority of the five closest (victim’s) relatives allow it and no appeal has been lodged.

Could a law be passed to make an exception for would-be World Rulers?
Andronicos “the Cynic”

8.20 Defining and minimising corruption

On June 27, 2001 Transparency International produced the results of their Corruption perception Index (CPI), a list of perceived levels of corruption among public officials and politicians in all Tribal Sovereign States.

It does not include corporate bribery, money laundering by corrupt banks or illegal payments to fund political campaigns. It is a corruption index involving public officials
measured by 3 autonomous surveys. Refer to www.121212.or/8.20 for further information.

I highly commend the following top 12 Sovereign Tribes for being perceived as the least corrupt on the planet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Sovereign Tribe</th>
<th>2001 CPI Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 4</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= 4</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is a list of situations that happens all the time in the World. Which of these is corruption, unethical behaviour or acceptable?

- Paying a police officer the cost of a restaurant meal to avoid getting a speeding ticket.
- Giving a police officer a mint after the event as a thank you for not being booked for illegal parking.
- Paying someone for a business introduction.
- Paying a radio station to plug a record as being brilliant when it's not.
- Paying a multinational corporation a percentage of money in return for an endorsement.
- Paying a doctor money to jump a waiting list by 6 months.
- Paying a sports celebrity to endorse a product.
- Accepting money to recommend a particular product line if the person is being paid by the potential buyer as an impartial consultant.
- Accepting money to recommend a particular product line if the person is not being paid by the potential buyer as an impartial consultant.
- A political party accepting a small donation secretly.
- A political party publicly accepting a huge million dollar donation.
- A civil servant accepting lunch from a supplier.

War Bond corporations will have very strict guidelines on do's and don'ts in this area. I direct all Sovereign Tribes should publicly publish theirs because what is considered normal practice in some Tribes is considered unacceptable in others.

8.30 Tagging multi offending youths with electronic computerised collars

I direct someone designs an electronic collar, with an external radius of 66cm that makes a noise everytime it gets near:

- A mobile phone or ordinary phone (1 metre)
- A CD player or radio (1 metre)
- A TV (6 metres)
- Another electrical collar (6 metres)

The noise must be such that it doesn't annoy those sitting around the collars, only those that are wearing them. There is one exception to this - if the collar gets to within 6 metres of another, I want very loud alarms to go off on both collars.

I direct these Elizabethan looking collars should be fitted, at the full discretion of the courts on any multi-offending youth guilty of his or her third offence.

Let the multi-offending youths get a headache everytime they attempt to take part in normal teenage activities such as talking on the phone, watching TV or listening to music.

Let multi-offending youths keep away from other similar criminals for two reasons: one: the court order says so and two: they'll end up with a migraine from the squealing.

To those who feel such punishment deterrent is cruel, let them think about the victims of the crimes. Remember, if the multi-offending youth just reads, perhaps his school homework, he won't get a headache.

Oh, and those who feel such punishment deterrent will embarrass the poor little "cherubs", let them stay at home in shame. At least they won't cause much more trouble or create more victims of juvenile crime.

I commend a recent initiative by the Sovereign Tribes of Australia that forced young arsonists to confront burns victims in specially prearranged hospital visits. Let others follow this example.

I also commend Tribes that use voice recognition telephone technology which ensures young offenders are where they are told to be.

As of today, I direct laws that protect youths from having their names and photographs published should be changed. Expose any youth, child or not, guilty of their third criminal offence. Name them, shame them and protect the local population from further crimes by these animals.
8.40 UN global action force

I direct a permanent global action force be commissioned made up of soldiers approved and paid for by their particular Sovereign Tribe. These soldiers must be volunteers, as no one should force anyone to stand in the middle of someone else's squabble, stupid or otherwise.

The main task of this global action force will be to deal with natural disasters or humanitarian missions such as providing logistics infrastructure for all twelve phases of the desert conversion project you have read about in section 3.70.

8.50 Universal jurisdiction

Everyone is accountable to one law or another. By 1 ACH I direct every Sovereign Tribe to be accountable to every other Sovereign Tribe for certain laws. I commend Professor Stephen Macedo, chairperson of the Princeton, NJ, project on universal jurisdiction, and M Cherif Bassiouni of the Depaul College of Law, Chicago, who have produced the first worldwide uniform code on the subject. Here are the key issues:

Universal jurisdiction gives a Tribe the right to prosecute Human Rights violators in its Tribal courts regardless of where the crime occurred or the Tribal origin of the accused.

Since ad hoc international tribunals have limited mandates and a proposed International Criminal Court could take years to assemble, universal jurisdiction takes on added importance in empowering Tribal courts.

"The Princeton Principles on Universal Jurisdiction" cited slavery, genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity as abuses subject to universal jurisdiction.

Among the 14 principles were declarations that Tribes may rely on universal jurisdiction even if their Tribal laws do not provide for it; that heads of State or government officials should not be immune to criminal prosecution, and that amnesties "are inconsistent with the obligation of Tribal States to provide accountability for serious crimes under international law."

The principles also established criteria for rights of competing Tribes to prosecution, guidelines for cases of double jeopardy and grounds for refusing extradition.

8.60 A database of all World treaties and what they mean

The UN maintains a database of all 30,000 inter-Tribal treaties. I direct it makes available free of charge on the internet, a simple explanation of what each treaty means.

8.70 A database of all laws and what they mean

I direct every regional Tribe and Sovereign Tribe to create a database of ALL regional, State, national and international laws. While this is being compiled make recommendations to lawmakers so as to get rid of duplicate or outdated ones. I further direct a short explanation of what each law means in simple language.
Finally, every time a law is written into the statute books, I direct that it be compiled in simple language so that an average person can understand it. It makes me very angry that laws are written by lawyers in such a way that it creates work (and vast wealth creation potential) for their lawyer buddies. I direct this practice stops forthwith. Use a common standard and layout. Above all: keep it simple.

8.80 Gangs

Young adults form gangs to belong to a group, for excitement, for friendship, for protection, for money, because of boredom and/or because of peer pressure. Some gangs are positive Tribal entities. Clubs where those of the same tastes can join together. Some are excuses to deal in or use drugs and the criminal activity surrounding drug distribution and acquisition.

When my directives on drugs are accepted and introduced most of the problems relating to gang culture will disappear. All that will remain is the problem of "turf wars".

Zero tolerance is to be shown to those who carry or utilise weapons in a gang environment. While violent gang members stay out of crime, as an incentive I direct they be given what they crave: Drugs from the State. See it this way: if today gang members kill and maim to get hold of hard drugs and tomorrow by staying out of trouble they can have the best drugs on the market - they won't even dare to jay walk.

It is for families, parents and schools to look for signs of gang affiliation and to provide alternative avenues of recreation, training and education - so future teens neither become drug users nor illegal gang members. Youngsters should be taught that gang affiliation is a "cruisin' to a bruisin'".

8.90 Prisons

I have decided to issue new directives on the whole concept of custodial prison sentences.

Prisons create more criminals. They are a breeding ground for anti-social behaviour and the next bank heist.

Whether it be civil or criminal law, real justice is one that: protects, deters, punishes, compensates the victim and ideally rehabilitates the criminal. Prisons are clearly needed for the worst crimes or for protecting the public from the worst criminals, but not for everything else on the above list.

For everyone else I want "open prisons" that supply very inexpensive manual labour to surrounding businesses and communities. The wages earned should be distributed as follows -

70% victim(s) of crime (half to go in a general fund, half to go to the actual victims)
20% prison expenses
10% taxes

The prisoner will receive NO wages. Their incentive is that he may spend up to 3 nights a week under curfew at home with his family or pre-approved friends. Parole
Boards should take into account good behaviour and the percentage of victims compensation received.

Speaking from experience as a victim of crime, receiving a monthly cheque for some very small amount from a court with the knowledge it has come from the pocket of the criminal is much more satisfying than a full compensatory award from a central government fund or insurance company. Incidentally, the criminal above burgled my business premises to fund his Heroin drug habit.

8.100 Prison Conditions

Even war criminals and terrorists found guilty of the worst crimes should be treated humanely. There should never be a sentence of "life in prison with no parole" for anyone. Even if the reality of the situation will be so, there should always be the hope and incentive to aim for release.

8.110 ‘Work for sex’ rights in prison

With the exception of sex offenders, I direct prisoners who have been given sentences of more than 1 year net (3 years gross) be allowed sex in prison (I do not mean with each other). To have this privilege they must show exemplary behaviour and work very hard in the prison workshops. Watch productivity and victim compensation double overnight!

8.120 Compensating victims

I direct that whether a custodial sentence is given or not, a thief should repay between 2 and 7 times the amount stolen. The bare minimum should be how much an average local person earns in a month before paying any taxes.

I direct one further method be used in compensating victims: in the event the victim is repaid at least double his loss, the thief has the right to have all action dropped with one proviso, an "event" record is kept on file which can and will be used in evidence if the criminal reoffends.

Anyway, as I'm too busy to get involved in all the detail, I will allow experienced judges some flexibility on the matter.

8.130 Plea bargaining

I commend the Sovereign Tribes of America for having this practice in place.

For goodness sake other Tribes get it implemented worldwide! Here we have yet another example of lawyers and their professional bodies recommending to successive governments over many years throughout the World that such a practice is
inappropriate, when all they are trying to do is create potential wealth by way of court fees for themselves!

I direct plea-bargaining, the proven method of eliminating months of ridiculous court time and money, be implemented immediately. There is no excuse - get it done and save tax payers money.

8.140 Stripping diplomatic immunity from criminals

I direct all the laws relating to diplomatic immunity be reviewed immediately. The UN should have the power to remove diplomatic immunity from anyone with a 67% vote of member States. This would be a procedural matter and not a criminal court case. Of course, the diplomat can remain hidden in his originating Sovereign Tribe or attempt to clear his name.

Corrupt Tribal Rulers sometimes sell the right to a diplomatic passport to drug couriers or their mules. Those that do can "Get off my Planet". I want the following practice adopted immediately: Although it is wrongful for a "diplomat" or his/her luggage to be searched by a foreign Tribe at an airport, there is nothing wrong under international law to use drug sniffer dogs and video the proceedings. Should a random check of luggage result in a trained dog indicating the presence of hard drugs - the diplomat should on a technicality be kept at the airport (with the evidence) until either they agree to open their luggage or his (or her) local Tribal ambassador opens the luggage. If hard drugs are found, make a public example of the "diplomat" by holding a non-corrupt kangaroo court for misuse of the diplomatic pouch.

I further direct diplomatic passports should only be given to those who fit a globally recognised and agreed criteria. It is neither a business perk nor a nepotistic "award" to bestow on one's distant family members.

8.150 Not being "fit and proper" to take part in the management of a country

I direct a new international crime be put on the statute books, which will carry a potential sentence of life in prison.

Contenders for invitation to attend court will be:

- Corrupt government leaders, corrupt government ministers and corrupt senior civil servants who suck on the blood of their poverty stricken population and line their own pockets or those of their families.

- The misuse of foreign aid for personal gain by the above.

- Starting wars or inter-Tribal conflicts without just cause by the above.

I direct these vile creatures be banned from international travel and refused access to national air-space, banks and even making most international phone calls. Aggressors must be dealt with aggressively by international law.
I also direct members of the international and local media to inform me of when these despots get hold of luxury international real estate.

I have the following ancient words to say to such corrupt Tribal leaders: "Mene Tekel, Mene Tekel, Mene Tekel." You will be found and eventually brought to justice, regardless of what stone your future insect bodies are hiding under and regardless of what protection you appear to be getting today in return for favours from a major Tribal power. Times change. Oh, and don't forget TO "GET OFF MY PLANET" as you are clearly not fit and proper human beings.

What's all this tickle stuff about?  

It's Coded.

Andronicos "the Cynic"

Andronicos "The Great"

8.160 Sex offenders

What is a sex offender?

A man who has consenting sex with a girl of [10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 21] years of age? What if the girl is a prostitute? What if they are married and both sets of parents approve? What if the 12 year old "wife" objects? What is the definition of a child?

If the boundary of right and wrong is governed by puberty, what if the girl is a 12 year old late developer?

If the boundary is governed by wisdom, intelligence or mental maturity, what if the girl is a nine year old genius with a college degree or a 25 year old woman with a profound learning disability with the mental age of 5?

The facts are clear: various Tribes have differing legal and social rules on the matter. I will opine in full as part of my third book, which will be on religion and spirituality. In the meantime I direct all Tribes to come up with a definitive list of what are the worst sex offences and create a global register on the internet of the "Most Wanted" for questioning. I also direct that the worst offenders be given a custodial sentence until they reach an age where they are no longer a danger to society.

Here are my directions for everyone else guilty of sex crimes: multi-offenders of lesser sex crimes should be given the choice of moving to a Tribal region that allows their particular taste in what is illegal, chemical castration or to be fitted with a new radio linked heart monitor gadget I want designed. The gadget is a pulse monitor which can monitor the heartbeat of its wearer and send pre-programmed radio linked messages to the local law enforcement station while at the same time producing an uncomfortable electric shock to the genitals. If the wearer wishes to have a romantic evening with either himself or his partner then he must inform the monitoring station of the date and time, who while still monitoring and recording his exact location and exact time his heartbeat was higher than normal, will switch off the electric shock.

© Andronicos 2003
8.170  **A new corporate criminal offence: Environmental Violation**

I direct every Tribe puts a new offence in its criminal law book. "Environmental Violation" will be the offence of wilfully hiding revolutionary new pollution free energy sources out of the public arena. Those that do are to "Get off my Planet" which they are polluting.

Patents will normally protect the inventor (or discoverer) so I have decided three years is the limit between being made aware of the invention and public disclosure to allow patent applications to be made. Anything longer should carry a prison term for "all who know" up to 12 years and a fine of up to 100% of the global assets of the aware parties.

I direct Human Rights legislation to allow this law, as a one off, to be backdated.

8.180  **Punitive damages**

I direct laws everywhere be changed to allow judges and juries to award punitive (punishment) damages to deter wealthy bullies (corporate or individual) from violating the weak or the poor.

8.190  **Using Lawsuits to drain Hate groups**

I direct lawsuits be brought against racist or religious hate groups, or religious organisations that encourage such behaviour. Award punitive damages, strip them of their assets and close them down. I want them to be forced to "Get off my Planet".

8.200  **Gun safety controls using modern technology**

I direct Tribes that allow guns to be used by ordinary citizens, to make use of modern technology mandatory for custodians of guns. Using palm prints, pin codes, eye scanners and voice recognition it will be possible to control who can activate and shoot a weapon. Many innocent lives will be saved.

8.210  **Extradition Treaties**

I direct extradition treaties exist across every Sovereign Tribe with a view to repatriating alleged criminals of certain key crimes such as murder, child rape, terrorism or extreme violence, quickly and with the minimum of bureaucratic cost or fuss.

8.220  **Police officers use of micro video technology for law enforcement**

I direct all police officers be wired up with micro video recording technology. In more dangerous situations, the video camera will be connected by wireless technology to a remote location. What the officer can see, so can his or her backup.

For personal privacy, it will be up to the officer to switch the camera on and off. What the camera sees will be used in court and preferably as part of the plea bargaining of a guilty criminal caught red handed in the act.

Finally, I direct the menial task of undertaking much of the "paperwork" after a minor arrest be undertaken by junior support staff who will use the video recordings as a basis
of the paper chase. This will leave law enforcement officers to do what they do best: getting more criminals off the streets and by their presence warn off potential bad guys.

I think the average city cop may object to having a camcorder strapped to his or her hat.

Andronicos "the Cynic"

Andronicos “The Great” is referring to micro technology which means it would probably fit on a police officer’s badge.

Andronicos the Mediator

8.230 Buying with credit cards securely, Internet hotlists

I direct web cam video cameras be used to eventually record all credit card transactions. Thieves can be caught quickly and their pictures emailed to special reward sites in the area.

8.240 Driving under the influence of Alcohol or Drugs

I direct that driving under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs carries a minimum mandatory 1 year driving ban. No excuses. No mitigating circumstances.

8.250 Judges and Courts of Law

Judges of all levels, from part-time magistrates to Supreme Court Justices throughout the World are directed to watch the movie "Les Miserables" from the book originally written by Victor Hugo. You are directed to be lenient for most first time offenders especially if the victim has been compensated and the culprit appears remorseful.

And for goodness sake, let those within governments that decide what judges wear in court get the rules changed. In a recent English High Court case the court officials and judge wore ordinary clothes because those being prosecuted were young teenagers and the Court didn't want to intimidate them. Well I'm 43, not known for shyness or being timid, yet I feel very intimidated in a room full of regalia clad barristers and judges. Get rid of the ridiculous wigs which apparently are meant to denote seniority, and even sillier brightly coloured robes. Wear just black robes. And while I'm on the subject, speaking from experience the justice a judge dishes out is far more important than what his or her "customers" are wearing in court.

Finally, I direct all courts everywhere in the World to use web cams throughout most hearings. It will enable anyone anywhere to see and record real justice - live, as it happens.
9.0 Human Rights Issues

9.10 Slavery

"More than half the World is in slavery to extreme poverty or despair."

I forbid it.

I direct that this practice be eliminated immediately. Bring the criminals to trial who take part in this vile trade specifically against women and children. I want the United Nations to be assigned the task of managing this directive. Now.

Various Human Rights organisations estimate there are over 700,000 slaves in the World. This is unacceptable. Many end up as factory workers, home helpers and sex slaves. If you suspect a foreigner is being taken advantage of in this way, contact the authorities.

9.20 Freedom of the press and the right to reply TO the press website

I direct that the press be allowed freedom to print the truth and express editorial or journalistic opinion based on fact.

I further direct that they allow a right to reply section in their newspapers and magazines. Freedom works both ways. A "right to reply" non profit website will be developed in cooperation with the major media organisations shortly. Refer to www.12-12-12.org/9.20.

9.30 Freedom of speech and religion

I direct freedom of speech and religion be allowed in every Sovereign Tribe as per the agreements already signed by most Tribes under the auspices of the United Nations. Refer to www.12-12-12.org/9.30, or for those in Europe, the European Convention on Human Rights.

9.40 Barcoding

I forbid the use of implants that can store any information whatsoever about a human being. The fact it may be for medical purposes is irrelevant. By all means carry such information in watches, pendants and credit cards - but never internally.

9.50 Gay rights

Here are my directives on homosexual, lesbian and bisexual matters, practices which I neither condone nor reject.

Tribal Sovereign States where gay people are tolerated should pass laws to recognise the civil rights of these minorities, such as will making, taxation and formal ceremonial recognition of common law cohabitation.
I will not normally interfere with what goes on within schools, clubs and religious organisations, as it's a local Tribal issue. It is up to each group whether to allow gays or not.

But "gay" people should also do their bit to get acceptance within mainstream society: Firstly, don't marry someone to save face or for the family honour. It could lead to a very unhappy marriage. Secondly, admit it and don't hide the fact from others or yourself. If you are famous come out of the closet on December 12th 2003 as the media will be too busy covering more important stories, including the revelations that even more famous people than you are gay.

The violent persecution shown to these groups by some Tribal authorities is unacceptable. Until such time as public opinion is more tolerant in these Tribal religions, I direct gay people be allowed to be gay in private.

Obviously, it is extremely unlikely that the people of the Sovereign Tribes of Saudi Arabia will ever tolerate two gay men sunbathing naked on a mixed nudist beach while sipping brandy. On the other hand, it is extremely unlikely that the women of the Sovereign Tribes of Italy will ever tolerate the idea of marrying four Italian male concubines on the same day, who by law have to cover themselves from head to toe in black veils (burka) while being seen in public with their lady. My vision of the "Many Tribes: One People, One Planet" philosophy is that in the near future it will be easy to move to places that condone one's behaviour, beliefs, customs or tastes.

After all, the wonderful thing about the Tribe known as the human race is its varied shapes, sizes, characteristics, personalities and view points.

If you are a very religious person, you could easily bombard scriptures at gay people saying they are in error. Instead, let God judge and look at resolving your own perceived faults.

9.60 Children

9.60.10 Children’s rights

I honour UNICEF (The United Nations Children's Fund) for their global efforts in protecting children. I direct the enclosed summary of "The Convention on the Rights of Children" be followed by every Tribe (including the Sovereign Tribes of the USA and Somalia who have as yet refused to ratify it):

Children's Rights to Basic Health and Welfare

Every child has the right to:
- Survival and development;
- An adequate standard of living;
- The highest attainable standard of health and effective health services;
- Special care, if he or she is disabled, that ensures dignity, promotes self-reliance and facilitates active participation in the community; and
- Social security and child care services and facilities.
The Rights of Children and their Families

Every child has the right to:

- Live with his or her parents or to maintain contact if separated from either one;
- Cross national borders to be reunified with his or her parents;
- Receive alternative care when a family environment cannot be maintained;
- A safe adoption system;
- Protection from kidnapping;
- Protection from abuse and neglect by parents or care givers; and
- Regular review of any placements that might be necessary for care, protection or treatment.

The Convention requires that governments will ensure the rights of parents and families to:

- Provide guidance to their child;
- Receive assistance in child-raising;
- Have responsibilities shared equally by both parents;
- Receive material assistance and support programmes especially with regard to nutrition, clothing and housing; and
- Cross national borders to be reunified with their children.

Children's Rights to Education, Leisure and Cultural Activities

Every child has the right to:

- Free primary education;
- Access to secondary education and vocational training;
- An education that develops his or her personality, talents, and mental and physical abilities to their fullest;
- An education that prepares him or her for an active adult life in a free society;
- An education that fosters respect for his or her own family, cultural identity, and language; for his or her country; and for the natural environment;
- An education in the spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance and equality;
- Leisure, play and the opportunity to participate in cultural and artistic activities; and
- The opportunity to enjoy his or her culture, profess and practise his or her religion, use his or her language.

Children's Rights to Special Protection

Every child has the right to special protection:

- In emergency situations such as armed conflict, or when children are separated from family or home;
- When he or she is in conflict with the law;
- In situations of exploitation such as child labour, drug abuse, sexual exploitation or sexual abuse, sale, trafficking and abduction; and
- From discrimination of any kind.

The Civil Rights of Freedoms of Children

Every child has the right to:

- A name and nationality;
- Protection from being deprived of his or her identity.
• Freedom of expression;
• Freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
• Freedom of association and peaceful assembly;
• Information from a diversity of sources;
• Privacy;
• Protection from torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; and
• Protection against unlawful arrest and unjustified deprivation of liberty.

9.60.20 Missing children (Global Internet register and identikit program)

I direct an internet register of missing children be available worldwide with recent pictures and using the latest software innovation techniques which allow very fast alternative views of how a child may look. The latter system will enable authorities to trace runaway children who may look very different to their pictures.

9.60.30 Runaway Children: Making contact with parents through 3rd parties

I direct all runaway children make contact with a third party they can trust to show the ones worried sick about them that they are alive and well.

To these children I say the following - You may have left home because you believe your parent(s) or guardian(s) hate you, because of abuse, or lack of love. Whatever the reason, think of the ones that definitely love you - maybe grandparents, aunts or friends back home. How would you feel if someone you loved ran away and you weren't sure if they were still alive?

Follow the link on www.12-12-12.org/9.60.30 to make anonymous contact.

9.60.40 A 24hour helpline for children

I direct you follow the links on www.12-12-12.org/9.60.40 for helpful contact numbers in almost every Tribal region in the World. If you are a child needing help, any type of help - ring it.

9.60.50 Child abuse

Child abuse is not to be tolerated. I direct the very helpful links be followed by those who practise child abuse, sexual or violent, and need help, or children who need help.

www.12-12-12.org/9.60.50

9.60.60 Child labour

I direct the practice of shipping poor young children to affluent Tribes on the promise of a better life be scrutinised. Recent abuses have come to light where children from West Africa are used as domestic slave workers. It is feared many end up as play things for paedophiles and suffer physical abuse at the hands of their new masters. In the UK alone it is thought there are 10,000 West African children living with strangers. Of course some are perfectly good foster parents that provide a better life as promised to the originating family, but others are not.
I direct social services in affluent Tribal regions investigate and take appropriate remedial action.

9.60.70 Divorce proceedings: child access, child support

Due to the impact this has on children, I have placed this topic under Human Rights issues. Their Human Right to see both their parents regularly.

The greatest casualty in a divorce or separation situation is potentially the children involved. I direct all Tribes offer the option for “joint custody” of children so that they can benefit from the upbringing of both parents. Children should never be treated as property or negotiated for as part of a financial settlement as if they are cattle.

If any parent uses child access or emotional blackmail as a regular bargaining chip in relation to disputed maintenance payments (whether it be amount, frequency or lateness thereof) I direct the guilty parent be either fined, ordered to attend classes on how to parent properly, ordered to seek psychiatric help, forced to undergo community service or forced to pay irrevocable sums into the child's education fund.

I also direct local Tribal authorities provide legally minded mediators who can stop such problems in their tracks. Follow the Californian and Florida method where flow charts and diagrams tell separating parents what is expected of them and what "normal contact" means. On the other hand, both divorced parents should take part in the financial contribution of bringing up children. Wilfully defiant violators of maintenance/child support payments should have the monies taken from their payslips or other enforced means available under Tribal law.

Many such problems can be eliminated if a fair prenuptial agreement is signed prior to any children being born while both parents are in love with each other.

9.70 Prostitution

Prostitutes are human beings too. They are not dirt. When my directives on drugs are adhered to, many prostitutes will be able to give up their profession.

Those who use prostitution to feed and house themselves and their families should be given certain help. My directives follow -

- Free regular health checks for STD including HIV.
- Free contraceptives and condoms.
- Confined areas within major cities to discreetly allow prostitutes to solicit their services at night-time, subject to local approval.
- Permission, also subject to local approval, to open self-owned brothels. No pimps. No madames.

When the above directives are adhered to there will be no need to solicit services in telephone boxes and other public areas.
If you are a very religious person you could easily bombard scriptures at prostitutes saying they are in error. Instead, let God judge and look at resolving your own perceived errors.

(Memo note to myself: Get the DTI in the UK to do a report on the subject of brothels, as they appear to have experience on start up schemes.)

| Why don't we give them company cars as well? | Andronicos "the Cynic" |

9.80 Women's Rights

Men and women are equal. I direct every Sovereign Tribe should have a minister/secretary responsible for women's rights and the advancement and empowerment of women's issues. I want all forms of discrimination against women eliminated by 1 ACH.

I direct women's rights be protected with the following guidelines -

9.90 The UN Women's Human Rights Treaty

In 1981 the United Nations produced the Women's Human Rights Treaty (formally known as the "Convention on the elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women": UN 20378, V01 1249 1981, P 13 or "CEDAW").

I request all Sovereign Tribes including the Sovereign Tribes of The United States of America immediately sign, ratify and ENFORCE this treaty.

A full text version and commentary from that most excellent organisation Amnesty International can be read online on [www.12-12-12.org/9.90](http://www.12-12-12.org/9.90). The commentary includes the reasons The American Sovereign Tribes have reservations about the treaty.

9.100 Jewish Orthodox divorces

I direct Orthodox Jewish men who refuse to divorce their wives to show compassion. Maybe you are the hurt party. Maybe she was wrong. Whatever the case - is it worth shaming your ex wife and her future children in the Jewish community and forcing her to believe that for 12 generations her children's children will be illegitimate?

If on the other hand you are the wronged party and doing it just to be spiteful, maybe you will eventually be reincarnated back in time and end up the wife of a Muslim fanatic who has been kicked out of the local community for being too male chauvinist.

I have even heard reports of Agunots (ex wives of Orthodox Jewish men) only being allowed a formal divorce on the condition vasts sums of money are paid. This is vile.

The mosaic law was never meant to be used in this way.
9.110 Forced arranged marriages

This is almost as bad as female circumcision. I direct all such marriages are null and void. Enforced sex even once is to be classified as rape. And the instigators, whether it be the parents, parents-in-law or groom to be guilty of a criminal offence. Deport the worst cases so that the girl can be protected.

I promise that by 1 ACH, this practice will not be tolerated anywhere in the World.

9.120 Muslim women: the Veil (Burka)

Let's be clear. Many Muslim women want to wear the veil (burka).

The Amish Christian communities are well meaning, God fearing people who can be found throughout the north eastern region of the Sovereign Tribes of America. Amish women are known for their very bland, self imposed buttonless puritanical clothes, yet they don't ask to be rescued and deposited by US marines outside button factories. It's their choice.

The important issue here is that for those who wish to leave this way of life - whether this is religiously right or wrong is a value judgement and irrelevant - they can.

I direct the same rules apply to Muslim women. I direct more liberal Muslim Tribes identify and actively relocate women who are unhappy with life in more conservative regimes. Whether this is religiously right or wrong is a value judgement and irrelevant. For example, women who live in the Tribal region of Iran are allowed to preach in Mosques and hold public office. Men and women who find this too lax should move to more rigid Tribes. But the opposite should apply. Allow the freedom of immigration of Muslim women within Muslim countries now. It will go a long way in getting more freedom to women in more conservative Tribal regions.

9.130 Indigenous population rights

It is a travesty to let minority indigenous cultures- many ancient - disappear forever.

Many are the original inhabitants of Tribal regions who have had their land taken away or bought at below market value. Because of this I want the following directions followed:

Habitats should be maintained and increased. If it is too late, alternatives should be supplied now.

Compensation

I want compensation to be made in two parts, one starting immediately, which I want completed by 1 ACH, the second to begin when the human race starts to colonise other non-terrestrial habitats.

Part One: Now

Anyone who has at least one half native indigenous ancestry in their blood is to have the following privileges as soon as practically possible:
A small 1.2% deduction off their final income tax bill every month.

The right at ANY AGE, to free education up to and including a university degree.

The right to receive a regular education grant (while meeting certain academic qualifications, attendance and behaviour criteria at senior high school and university).

The right to receive basic State subsidised accommodation. Ahead of other recipients in certain cases.

Part Two: When non-terrestrial colonisation begins

Anyone who is alive at the time of colonisation and has at least 1/8th native indigenous ancestry is to have the first right to move to, live on and colonise future non-terrestrial habitats.

This may appear worthless now, even laughable, but what if there was a historic and irrevocable enforceable treaty with the native Americans who sold Manhattan Island for a few trinkets that stated "... and in 400 years your descendants will have a permanent leasehold of half (the regions now known as) California and Texas"?

Think about this while you may be amused by my apparent worthless directive on this matter.

The above directives also apply to those who in the previous 300 years descended from slaves.

It is indeed ironic that some minority indigenous Tribal people carry living genes which will revolutionise medicine.

"Calling all Amazonian Indians, Andronicos "The Great's" shuttle to the moon will be leaving in one hour. Please ensure you have just one item of hand luggage and a shovel."

Andronicos "the Cynic"


Not everyone knows that their Tribal Sovereign State has very likely signed the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights. (G.A res 217A (III) of 10 Dec 1948) At the time the UN Assembly called upon all member States to publicise the text of the declaration and... "To cause it to be disseminated, displayed and read... without distinction based on political status of countries..."

I agree with the instructions above and you can read the whole declaration in the appendix of this book and on the internet website www.12-12-12.org/9.140. If you are a European citizen, the Tribal Sovereign State you live in or are a citizen of has also signed the European Convention on Human Rights. This too can be read on the aforementioned internet link.
For the record, the author does not profess to "greatness"

It is interesting to note that if a European country’s law contradicts the ECHR, it must change its law and compensate the aggrieved citizen.

If you feel that your Sovereign Tribe is breaking the appropriate declaration or convention - ask them why.
**10.0 Planetary Management Issues**

"A successful human Tribal government is one that keeps the most people happy for the least amount of money."

---

**10.10 A new Global Ethics**

I honour Hans Küng the Swiss Roman Catholic priest, author and theologian. Due to his radical non conformist views, his commission to teach as part of the Roman Catholic faculty was revoked in 1979.

I quote Professor Küng's words with the following insight into a new Global Ethics for the World:

1. We live in a World and time in which we observe new dangerous tensions and polarisations between believers and non-believers, religious people and agnostics, secularists, between clerics and anti-clericals - not only Russia and Europe, but also in Africa, in North America and in Asia.

To this challenge I respond. There can be no survival of humanity without a coalition of believers and non-believers in mutual respect!

2. We live in a World and time where humanity is menaced by a 'clash of civilisations', eg. between the Muslim civilisation and the western civilisation. We are threatened not as much by a new World war, but by all sorts of conflicts in a specific country or in a city, a street or a school.

To this challenge I respond. There will be no peace among the civilisations without peace among the religions!

But many people will ask: Is it not precisely the religious that often support and inspire hatred, enmity and war? Indeed:

3. We live in a World and time, in which peace in many countries is menaced by all sorts of religious fundamentalism. Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist, often simply rooted in social misery in reaction to western secularism and in the desire of a basic orientation in life.

To this challenge I respond: There will be no peace among the religions without dialogue between the religions!

But many people will object: Are there not so many dogmatic differences and obstacles between the different faiths, which make real dialogue a naïve illusion? Indeed:

4. We live in a World and time, in which better relations between religions are blocked by all sort of dogmatisms which exist not only in the Roman Catholic Church, but in all Churches, religions and ideologies.

To this challenge I respond: There will be no new World order without a World ethic, a Global Ethic despite dogmatic differences.
The expression "New World Order" has many definitions ranging from New Age pagan to Apocalyptic Christian. My definition, and I suspect Professor Küng's is "a new and better way to behave globally."

I invite all Tribal leaders, religious and political, to heed his advice. Aim for new Global Ethics.

10.20 Minimising bureaucracy: EU, Federal, State, County, City

10.20.10 The Civil Service

I do not tolerate wasteful bureaucracy. It is a waste of tax payers money and a waste of valuable time. It's also extremely boring to have to deal with.

The European Union are notoriously wasteful in this area. It would not surprise me if there are at least two departments within the EU ensuring Nuclear ballistic missiles are Asbestos free and contain low levels of lead paint.

Effective immediately, I direct red tape be cut by half and converted into yellow ribbons.

10.20.20 Organogram of departmental head count and function database

I want an organogram on the internet of every Civil Service position in every Tribe across the World. I want to know what they do, how their position fits in the overall picture, who they report to, pay grade, etc. I then want a study to be undertaken to justify the senior positions and compare all job functions across the World.

I direct a further study be organised with assistance from all unions grading every single position across job boundaries. Once this has been done, again with the assistance of the unions and their membership, work out the differences between jobs. How does a senior nurse compare to a junior headmaster compared to a paramedic compared to a tax inspector.

There is a wealth of experiences on this matter no one seems to tap: how do other Tribes measure deferentials compared to our regional, State or Sovereign Tribe? Salaries will differ, but when I've finished with this project, grades for certain jobs and differentials will be the same within the Civil Service anywhere in the World.

Pay awards (excluding productivity bonuses or efficiency awards) can be negotiated by regional Tribes annually much more easily and efficiently in this way.

10.20.30 Increasing Civil Service productivity, efficiency, job satisfaction and pay

I want substantial real increases to pay, benefits and conditions for those that deal with members of the public, such as - social workers, hospital staff (nurses, doctors, etc), police, law enforcement, fire-fighters, ambulance workers, rescue workers, care
workers, aid workers of every type, peace keepers, teachers. When I state substantial, I mean substantial. Why is it in poorer Tribal regions many of these true civil servants are held in high esteem, yet in richer Tribal regions they are abused? Anyway, I want all bitching about social workers to stop now.

I also want a substantial increase in the number of jobs by getting rid of many of the senior managers.

Future generations will view a social working job within the Civil Service as a privilege to have.

As for other Civil Service jobs, I want automation and efficiency to replace many who will leave through natural wastage but to improve the pay and conditions of those remaining.

**10.20.40  How to deal with the top Civil Service positions**

Firstly, let me be clear. This has no connection whatsoever with section 8.10.

My directions to senior civil servants and their Tribal leaders are as follows -

I want the concept of rotating floaters adopted for the most senior executives. Never should someone stay in the same position for years and years. Get fresh blood, fresh ideas and a new regime in place regularly without having to wait for the High Priest to die.

These floaters, typically who fill the (equal) number 2 level, are to move around and swap jobs for 6 months at a time once every four years, with their equivalents within other departmental Tribes. On top of this, every now and again I want consultative sabbaticals abroad. For goodness sake, go and get ideas from abroad. Go back to basics. Get simple processes working before spending gazillions in automating them, otherwise you automate chaos. The key can be found by looking at how the poorest Tribes undertake almost the same results with 20% of the virtual cost.

And speaking from personal experience, never condescendingly turn your noses up to constructive public criticism or suggestions. Furthermore, I expect job positions to be renamed from "permanent head of....." to "non temporary head of.....".

Finally, I may ask some of you to justify your benefits packages, future fat pensions and existence in general. You will do so quickly, efficiently and with the least amount of fuss. I will not debate the issue. Never forget, you are a servant of the people and not the slave master of your underpaid, unappreciated staff. Prove to me that you are fit and proper senior civil servants. Do as you are told or "Get off my Planet".

I think the job title “Rotating Floater” may not go down too well with senior Civil Service executives.

Andronicos "the Cynic"
A comparison of Civil Service procedures: Why waste tax payers money?

This makes my blood boil. Millions of dollars are wasted **DAILY** undertaking studies from scratch on how a city, country, State or Tribal Civil Service department should work or run. Starting today, I want an internet system that provides operating and procedural guidelines on how to run a Civil Service department. Whether it’s road cleaning management in Rome or the processes to tender for school furniture replacement by a regional authority in France, I want to know how it’s done. Clearly there will be Tribal variations for obvious reasons.

Now there are two reasons for this. Firstly, the best system will form the formal foundation guidelines for everyone else, and secondly, the wheel will not have to be reinvented by inefficient senior civil servants who are too proud to use "not invented here" ideas.

Finally, speaking from experience, never use retired senior civil servants to undertake expensive biased reports for their ex employer. Not only should fresh opinions be used, but a senior civil servant on a fat pension should not earn additional consulting fees from his or her ex employer. If they are that good, don't let the civil servant retire early.

Senior civil servants: Get your act together. Stop reinventing the wheel. Go and find out how other Tribes do your job more efficiently and implement their system instead of yours. Swallow your pride. Prove to tax payers that you are fit and proper senior civil servants. I want a report on my desk with solutions, or else "Get off my Planet".

28th Amendment to USA Constitution

Keep the 28th Amendment for my use. I will soon direct on this matter. In the meantime, the Sovereign Tribes of America may continue business as usual from 29 onwards without further referral to me.

Well Congress, I guess we will have to wait in anticipation.

Andronics "the Cynic"

Taxation: offshore havens

Most public companies use secret bank accounts controlled by offshore corporations. And it's normally perfectly legal. At times even moral to do so. Nevertheless, I direct all Sovereign Tribes ensure offshore tax havens do not allow greedy multinationals to get away with ridiculous tax deductions in their home jurisdictions. Corporations should either "live" in an advanced Tribe, be liable to its taxes, and enjoy the legal protection they are used to, or "live" in offshore jurisdictions. But they should not have their cake and eat it at the expense of the Tribal bakery.
The day will come when there will be a global tax rate of 10% due to the efficiency in collecting taxes from everyone who should. Offshore tax havens will not be necessary.

**10.50  A comparison of all the legal systems: Why reinvent The Wheel?**

I direct every legal system current and historic be compared. By learning from mistakes of the past, a global judicial legal process can be perfected for the future, so that model laws can be copied and adapted.

By the time the human race reaches for the stars, which may be sooner than you think, I want a universal civil and criminal code in place.

**10.60  A comparison of all political systems: Why make the same mistakes again?**

Throughout the history of the human race many different political systems have been utilised. I now direct every Sovereign Tribe looks at how and why their political system works compared to the pros and cons of others. Review the results on a regular basis to end up with efficient systems that evolve with experience. I want the UN to run training courses and seminars on the subject.

**10.70  Voting**

**10.70.10 Voting: New procedures to adopt**

I forbid electronic internet voting that can identify the voter’s major political or religious beliefs. Nevertheless, I do direct that local Tribal issues on most matters be resolved using electronic voting. But beware: such votes can be rigged using modern technology.

Finally, I direct that close family members should be able to assign a proxy within their family who they can trust to deliver a "multi vote". Such a measure will increase the efficiency and accuracy in counting the votes cast, minimise cost and increase voter turnout.

**10.70.20 Voting: Minimising fraud**

Effective immediately, I direct every Sovereign Tribe, however advanced, should allow other Tribes however politically primitive they may be perceived, to be independent observers of elections.

Observers from Britain, Greece or Chad could have minimised the recent Florida elections controversy. By following my directive, potentially corrupt regimes will be very wary to use the excuse of national honour as a way of keeping out independent observers in future. Let the best democracies lead by way of example.
10.80 Mayors

I direct suitably qualified people manage the day to day operations of major cities. If ceremonial historic tradition dictates certain mayors have to prance about wearing wigs and regalia that's fine, as long as their major city is being managed properly.

I further direct that all mayors of similar types of major cities create an association to learn from each other's ways of doing things.

10.90 The future role of the (son of) United Nations

Although the UN should be highly commended for its peace keeping and humanitarian initiatives over the last 50 years, as an organisation it is pretty impotent without the backing of most Tribal Sovereign States.

Rather than a pawn mostly used by the super powers, I direct that it should become a global police force. The UN should become the law enforcement arm of the World. Its volunteer armies should be used to fighting natural disasters and remove oppressive leaders – when appropriate.

I direct that the UN should have the power to remove from office incompetent Tribal administrations. Incompetence should be assessed and measured on how many of a nation's citizens are poor or how corrupt its Government is.

I direct that the UN should have the power to enforce real sanctions against a country's leadership and not against its people who are not at fault and do not deserve to suffer because of corrupt or oppressive regimes. Real sanctions is to give notice that oppressive or incompetent government leaders will be stripped of diplomatic immunity and be arrested on site if they leave their Tribal boundaries (without prior UN approval), or fly over international air-space. I further direct any UN member Tribe to immediately arrest corporate officers of corporations that sell arms to such regimes and freeze their global assets.

As stated before, I decree the UN should continue in its role as the manager of the 30,000 or so inter-Tribal treaties.

10.100 A link to all 200,000 World Rulers or those people or organisations that can or want to influence the 12-12-12 initiatives.

There are more than 6 billion people alive today on Earth. Of these there are approximately only 200,000 powerful individuals who collectively rule the World.

Using this online section of the 12-12-12 book on the internet will enable you to search and identify who the 200,000 World Rulers are, what they are doing to help the 12-12-12 initiative and how to contact them by post, email, phone and fax.

There are two grading systems I have chosen to adopt. One is a very simple A B C or S. Different types of position of power or organisational leader are identified and listed using the above system.
The second system is a number between 1 and 12, which assesses the power the above entities have or are perceived to have in relation to each other. This second number is for future use and not for now. For example all presidents are listed as class "A" and so are Congress Persons. In practice the Tribal chiefs of America, China and Russia will be the only "A1’s". A Congress Person in a small Tribal Sovereign State may be an "A9", but a Congress Person in a large Tribal Sovereign State may be an "A3". The CEO of a Top 30 American corporation will probably be a "B3" which will be more powerful than the 950th richest person on Earth who is a "C7", but less powerful than a media baron who is an "A2" or the head of the Vatican Tribe who is a "C1".

Whatever the power score, all form the 200,000 men and women who rule the World. Of these, most solutions to poverty will come from category "B" Rulers. They will lessen Tribal conflict and provide solutions to category "A" Rulers with a bit of help from category "C" Rulers and "S" special celebrities.

We’re talking about Heads of State and CEOs here, why is His Greatness referring to them as supermarket turkeys?

Andronicos "the Cynic"

10.100.10 Grade ‘A’ list

Grade "A" Rulers include the following:
("A1-12") Presidents, Prime Ministers, Heads of State, Governors, Monarchs, Mayors of large cities, Senators, Congresspersons, MPs, perceived heads of State, ministers of State, media barons, UN Secretary General.

Link to www.12-12-12.org/worldruler for the complete list of their names and addresses and how to contact them by phone, fax, email or post.

10.100.20 Grade ‘B’ list

("B1-12") Grade "B2-5": Corporate officers and directors of the largest 1000 global public companies.
"B2-12": Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, all other national banks, IMF, WTO.
"B4-12": Corporate officers and directors of any smaller public company anywhere in the World that makes more than $12M per year profit.

Link to www.12-12-12.org/worldruler for the complete list of their names and addresses and how to contact them by phone, fax, email or post.

Formal statements on how "B1"-"B7" Rulers will either help or not help to eradicate extreme poverty will be accessible from this link. Read their own words.
10.100.30 Grade ‘C’ list

("C1-12") Religious leaders of every religion of more than 1 million adherents, newspaper and TV news editors, respected journalists, Ambassadors, UN, police chiefs of the largest Tribal regions, army chiefs, senior judges, Head of Department senior civil servants, cutting edge scientists, inventors, advertising gurus, producers, directors, script writers. Top 1000 wealthiest people on the globe, large pension fund chiefs, organised crime chiefs, drug barons, terrorist chiefs, leaders of secret societies (Mafia, Masons).

Link to www.12-12-12.org/worldruler for a partial list of their names and addresses and how to contact them by phone, fax, email or post.

10.100.40 Grade 'S' list

Special individuals from the World of sports, music, TV, film, the arts and other influential celebrities who publicly endorse the 12-12-12 initiative will be listed.

10.110 World Constitution

I direct a World Constitution be drawn up acceptable to all Sovereign Tribes. Mainly drawn up to deal with Human Rights - it should be short, simple and enforced.

10.120 United Tribes of the World

Refer to other pages herein. My ultimate vision is something more than what binds the European Union together, but not as much as the Federalism that holds the United States of America together.

10.130 Online register of what all politicians vote for Worldwide.

I want an online register of what every politician votes for in parliament, congress and equivalent worldwide. I also want a register of their attendance record.

10.140 Every phone company in the World: Keep the ‘121212’ phone number free

Do it. I will instruct further when I'm ready to give my reasons.

10.150 How to get hold of me.

Use the www.12-12-12.org website or via your category "A" leaders.

Dial 1-800-NUTCASE.

Andronicos "the Cynic"
For the record, the author does not profess to "greatness"

10.160 **A special message to advisors and re-election coordinators of Category A Rulers.**

**Advisors**

Tribal Rulers tend to go for the herding approach when a dominant Tribal leader of higher stature or power speaks. They are often too embarrassed to contradict category "A1" and "A2" Tribal chiefs who share the same ideologies. To avoid such problems, let all category "A" Tribal leaders speak with each other in private about the 12-12-12 initiative first.

Let their advisors advise properly with the fate of the human race in mind. Following such advice let Tribal leaders first gauge regional and global reaction before making any public comment that could either help the World or damage their election prospects.

I request public comment by Tribal governments is deferred until the results of the initial Internet vote and international market research polls are complete to the following groups:

- Schools and college students
- Members of the public
- Employees of public companies
- Directors of public companies

Finally, although I recognise formal endorsement cannot be made on some of my opinions, directives and tactics, this does not stop some words of approval being echoed.

10.170 **Freemasonry: A warning**

Freemasonry is prominent throughout the World, specifically within the Anglo-Saxon Tribes and their ex colonies. It is well known for exerting substantial influence. It has caused so many problems in the UK that to become a magistrate (a local junior judge that doesn't have to wear a silly wig) one must disclose the fact on the application form in full.

It was a difficult decision where to include this section in the 12-12-12 book. After much thought on the matter I decided against including it in section 7 (Religious and Spiritual issues) even though there are occult practices within its higher levels and against including it in section 6 (Business Commerce and Economic issues), even though Masonic influence is everywhere within the corridors of business. So, based on my personal experiences with Freemasonry - on the receiving end and not as an ex-member - I decided to include it within the Planetary Management issues section of this book.

I direct full disclosure be made as to whether senior civil servants, judges and politicians belong to this male only society of secret codes, secret practices and secret handshakes.

It is up to shareholders to put pressure on their senior corporate officers of public companies to do likewise. As I've never been a Mason, I won't be breaking any oaths of secrecy by the enclosed little exposé.
All said and done, again speaking with personal experience, many Masons are honourable kind-hearted men who undertake lots of work for charities. I respect the ones who admit to their involvement but resent the ones that secretly use the Masonic organisation to obtain preferential treatment and commerce advantages. At least Shriners appear proud to admit to being Shriners!

I invite all such secret societies (of grown ups) to form their own new global unisex organisation. Alternatively, create a new male only fraternity called the "Free Sons of Man". The mission: to help the local community without ritual secrecy.

---

1^Taken from "The Brotherhood" by Stephen Knight.
Anyway, the 33 degrees is not a new rather large boy pop band to come out of Nashville. It's the league table of the hierarchy within Freemasonry. Here it is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>Entered Apprentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>Fellow Craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3°</td>
<td>Master Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4°</td>
<td>Secret Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5°</td>
<td>Perfect Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6°</td>
<td>Intimate Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7°</td>
<td>Provost and Judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8°</td>
<td>Intendant of the Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9°</td>
<td>Elect of Nine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10°</td>
<td>Elect of Fifteen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11°</td>
<td>Sublime Elect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12°</td>
<td>Grand Master Architect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13°</td>
<td>Royal Arch of (Enoch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14°</td>
<td>Scottish Knight of Perfection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15°</td>
<td>Knight of the Sword, or of the East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16°</td>
<td>Prince of Jerusalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17°</td>
<td>Knight of the East and West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18°</td>
<td>Knight of the Pelican and Eagle and Sovereign Prince Rose Croix of Heredom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19°</td>
<td>Grand Pontiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20°</td>
<td>Venerable Grand Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21°</td>
<td>Patriarch Noachite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22°</td>
<td>Prince of Libanus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23°</td>
<td>Chief of the Tabernacle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24°</td>
<td>Prince of the Tabernacle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25°</td>
<td>Knight of the Brazen Serpent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26°</td>
<td>Prince of Mercy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27°</td>
<td>Commander of the Temple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28°</td>
<td>Knight of the Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29°</td>
<td>Knight of St Andrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>Grand Elected Knight Kadosh, Knight of the Black and White Eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31°</td>
<td>Grand Inspector Inquisitor Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32°</td>
<td>Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33°</td>
<td>Grand Inspector General</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

His Greatness has upset politicians, religious leaders, big corporations and now the Masons. Andronicos "the Cynic"

10.180  Funding of political parties

Due to the allegations of sleaze that come up from time to time and clear cut cases of conflicts of interest arising from massive political donations, I direct that this practice be made practically illegal.

Only a reasonable annual membership fee may be levied and donations per person not exceeding the average monthly salary of a State nurse be collected. Any direct or indirect personal or corporate contribution above this figure to be construed as a criminal bribe.

---

2 Taken from "The Brotherhood" by Stephen Knight.
I want recent laws on the matter of soft donations enacted by the Sovereign Tribes of America brought in worldwide.

Do this and get rid of the conflicts of interest that are continuously alleged against governments in power.

10.190 Road repairs

I am fed up with the lack of basic management coordination when it comes to digging up public roads. One month it's the telephone company, the next month its power and gas, then the pot holes are fixed, then the water folks dig in, followed by the cable guys, then the road is resurfaced. Stop this fiasco which causes traffic jams and wastes everyone's money. Obviously I'm not referring to emergency repairs - it's "improvements" I'm addressing. Effective immediately I want every Tribe to have a publicly available internet based system that shows every road and the general time frame of requests to dig it up and why.

I also want members of the public to be able to openly ask for improvements to bits of road or pavement, using the same system.

I direct this system be rolled out to every city and country within a short space of time. Do it now.

10.1212 Andronicos "The Great's" basic guidelines relating to living on other Planets

I will be providing enhanced guidelines on this matter in a future book, nevertheless my basic guidelines are as follows -

- Do not do what you hate.
- Do not lie.
- Love your neighbours like your own soul and guard them like the pupil of your eye.
- Respect the freedom, property and planets of your neighbours.
- All humans are equal regardless of race, gender, planetary origin or genetic history.
- Agree to disagree and never force personal or Tribal beliefs on others.
- Every 50 Earth years all property and land is to be returned to the original owning families and ALL wealth is to be collected and shared as part of a new 50 year cycle of trade and commerce.
- Do not use monetarism as a basis for commerce, use alternative forms of money that do not rely on interest payments for success.
- Free basic food stuffs, free basic accommodation, free basic education and free healthcare are the right of every human being throughout the Cosmos.
- Obey the universal constitution and laws given to you from Earth and keep regional planetary laws simple to understand.
- Teach all children throughout the Cosmos the true history of how the human race became civilised and what it was like before it became "Many Tribes: One People, Many Galaxies".
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- Become custodians over primitive civilisations you meet or create so that they too will eventually discover their own destiny and learn the difference between right and wrong. Never make yourselves Gods over them as there is but one Supreme Creator God.

Moses only managed ten. I see you have twelve laws.

Andronicos "the Cynic"

The Ten Commandments were from Yahweh and not Moses and applied to the ancient Israelites. Mine are basic guidelines to use when making laws for when the Human Race is worthy enough to be permitted by God to inhabit other planets.

Andronicos "The Great"

The following question appears in the discussion topics of the 12-12-12 book:

Imagine you are alive in the year 1,000,000 ACH and you have been given the responsibility to take the lead in colonising an uninhabited Galaxy full of Earth like planets, some barren. How would you begin? Create a plan of action, using yet to be discovered technology.

The following questions also appear in the discussion topics of the 12-12-12 book:

Imagine you have been given permission to create a new life form similar to humans alive today on Earth.

- Would you create them with free will or without? Why?
- Would you interfere with their social evolution? If so, how and why, if not, why not?
- Would you allow wars, genocide or hunger?
- Would you keep your existence secret to all, some, or none of them? Why?
- Would you ever help in guiding them as a whole or individually?
- What parameters would govern their average life spans?
- As part of your master plan to allow the creation of these beings, would you have a way to judge the best, the worst and those in between? How? When? Define the types of behaviour that would classify someone as best, worst or in between.
- Would you ever want to be "worshipped"? Why? How?
- Would you let the inhabitants find their own destiny? Why?
- How would you handle the problem of another advanced life form interfering with "your" planet? What if the interfering advanced life form was from a Galaxy you had permission to create half a million years previously? What if their leader was your friend but questioned your right to be in charge? How would this disagreement be resolved?
- What else would you do as part of your action plan for "your" planet and its inhabitants?
- Now answer all the questions above as an Atheist or (if you are an Atheist) as a devout follower of a mainstream religion.
11.0 Miscellaneous matters

11.10 The Global Charity register (Internet links)

There are many, many charities and their volunteers which I would like to mention but cannot do so here due to available space in this book. But I must mention Amnesty International and UNICEF and of course the two sister charities that stand out in a league of their own, which I do honour: The International Red Cross and International Red Crescent. Support them. But I also want to honour two philanthropists famous for chocolate:

Joseph Rowntree (1836-1925) who bequeathed 3 trusts to help the underprivileged, and Milton Hershey (1857-1945) whose chocolate is World famous to this day. What is not commonly known is that he left his fortune to the creation of the 10,000 acre Hershey Industrial School (now called Milton School), which even now provides education to 1100 underprivileged children. To this day, the school is funded by its shares in Hershey Foods. I direct everyone to go and buy lots of Hershey chocolate - even if it is for someone else.

In the not too distant future there will be no more need for charities that provide for the destitute, starving, homeless or war refugees. Such charities will eventually be replaced by new ones that help those that are not as fortunate as the rest of the local community, yet not as badly off as the days of pre-civilisation prior to 1 ACH. I predict the day will come when only losers are unlucky enough to live in the type of idyllic house the gifted artist Thomas Kinkade is famous for painting.

Until this happens, I commend everyone who currently regularly gives their time or money to charitable causes. Using the internet link www.12-12-12.org/11.10 you will eventually be able to connect to reputable charities' websites. Don't forget that a lot of the corporate donations from public companies will be reduced because of War Bond funding, so help fill in the gap, especially if you are a kind hearted individual or magnanimous private company.

Avoid contributing to audited charities that spend more than approximately 10% on administration costs or that do not disclose on the internet how much is spent on administration.

Don't forget, every hour spent volunteering for a non-political, non-religious charity, counts towards your Family Community Support Card tally.

11.20 Space exploration guidelines

I will be publishing my instructions shortly. Until war is eradicated and extreme poverty is no more, I forbid expensive manned space flights to other planets. Until such lessons are learned, it would be inappropriate to ruin yet another human dwelling place.

I hope His Greatness does not inflict more guidelines on us. Andronicos "the Cynic"
11.30  **Space junk**

With immediate effect, I direct Sovereign Tribes to cease and desist from leaving Earth's rubbish floating around in space. Giant cosmic floaters are dangerous to future human space travellers, let alone the people down below. Keep them off my planet. Everyone will feel rather stupid if the technology to safely travel at super speeds between Earth and Mars are hampered by man made near Earth objects. It's a bit like taking a supersonic transatlantic flight to New York and then spending 12 hours in the back of a Cab meandering between burnt out cars and leaking chemical trucks in an attempt to drive to downtown Manhattan.

11.40  **‘Global Junk mail Internet master list’ register**

Save trees. Save postage costs. Save time reading or sorting through personal or corporate mail. Save money. Get on [www.12-12-12.org/11.40](http://www.12-12-12.org/11.40) and link to the online junk mail register for your region. If you do this today, you will make the aforementioned savings within weeks.

I direct all reputable companies that use direct mail to register as of today. Instructions on how the system will work can be found on the above internet link and it's practically free of charge.

11.50  **Inventions**

If you have a revolutionary ethical invention or patent to benefit the human race, I want to know about it.

If you have an ethical invention or patent you wish to make money out of then use the [www.12-12-12.org/11.50](http://www.12-12-12.org/11.50) links for guidance. Think twice before signing any confidentiality contract with a major corporation or parting with any money to a so-called "advisor" until you have accessed the website.

11.60  **Animal rights vs. rights of all living creatures**

The human race has jurisdiction over all animals. With this privilege comes responsibility.

If someone is a vegetarian - be tolerant of their wishes. It works both ways.

Animal rights activists have done very well in bringing to the attention of the masses some pretty nasty things done to animals in the name of science. Without their help, many of the safeguards and legislation would not be in force today. Nevertheless, I do not condone violent acts by these people and furthermore forbid it.

The question of animal experiments is highly controversial. Here are my directives on animal experiments:

(1) Human beings' health is the priority, but licensed pain inflicting experiments should only be carried out when there is no alternative.

(2) Animal rights activists must be represented on licensing panels.
(3) Animals that will be subjected to experimentation should be given a quality of life beyond that of a normal "spoilt pet" for as long as possible and whenever possible before experimentation is started. This is the animal equivalent of "you can do everything that makes you happy as a human, live in a palace, food, sex, etc, etc… but at 50 you will be put to death in uncomfortable circumstances for the benefit of all your family."

(4) In certain situations, use criminal volunteers as an alternative, as long as the experimentation is non-life threatening.

(5) I forbid animal experiments for cosmetic product testing.

(6) Animals bred for organ transplants could one day end the need for human donors.

(7) I direct that 12 eminent people, cautious, incorruptible, experts in their field, highly respectable and paragons of ethical virtue be appointed trustees of issuing global guidelines on these matters. Deliberation must take place in public. Let them act as advisors, binding arbitrators on some matters and the conscience between Sovereign Tribes.

I commend organisations such as the RSPCA and Humane Society of America for their role in protecting animals, preventing cruelty and prosecuting offenders. I direct everyone supports such organisations.

What about cruelty to readers?

Andronicos "the Cynic"

11.60.10 Cock fighting, dog fighting, fox hunting, bear bating

I forbid cock fighting, bear bating and dog fighting. Local communities should castigate those that organise such events, and where possible prosecute the ring leaders in competent courts.

I will tolerate the ritual killing of an animal in the name of sport as long as -

(1) The animal is vermin, a danger to others, or is going to be used for food or clothing.

(2) The animal is not part of an endangered species.

(3) The animal does not suffer unnecessary pain.

(4) Such silly sports remain quarantined on planet Earth.

If a bunch of people dressed up in brightly coloured clothes, funny hats and while blowing horns wish to chase a fox on horseback - let them do so. But they should make sure a device is fitted that instantly kills the fox seconds before the dogs tear it apart. Perhaps someone can invent such a device for use by the aforementioned twits (that cannot accidentally hurt children). In fact I've changed my mind half way through compiling this book. Ban the sport altogether. It's dumb.
Future generations in the not too distant future will come to the conclusion that inflicting pain on a bull in the name of sport is the equivalent of what this generation thinks of cruel Roman gladiatorial fights. Earth's future children wherever they live in the Universe will look back and scratch their heads in wonder at these "ancient" bloodthirsty rituals in the name of fun.

11.60.20  Humane animal slaughter houses

I commend Temple Grandin an autistic individual who has now become a professor and World expert in humane animal slaughter houses. I direct her research be studied by all who take part in the necessary mass slaughter of animals for food. This lady's processes are used throughout North America.

It should be noted that if it wasn't for her particular autistic need to feel secure in a cramped but controlled environment, Temple would not have had the experience nor been able to help animals avoid fear prior to death.

11.60.30  Dog Food
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Finally, without adding more controversy than is necessary on the subject of animals being used for food, did you know there are specialised pet stores which have a special "doggy treat" counter? It allows the owner of that special pet to buy little customised, handmade cakes for their dog. When I see this it makes my blood boil. Why don't they rename their dogs to foodie names such as "Protein", "Meatmunch" or "Burger", convert their pooches into dog steaks and ship them in freezer packs to destitute humans who have no objection to real hot dogs? (Refer to 11.170 Dogs, for more information).

11.70  Antiquities: swapping

I direct every Sovereign Tribe that has a museum swaps or lends at least twelve items with two other Sovereign Tribal States in the next 2 years.

11.70.10  Elgin Marbles

I request the Sovereign Tribes of Britain lend the Elgin Marbles to the Sovereign Tribes of Greece for an initial duration of 12 years. In return no one in possession of a valid Tribal British passport be charged for an entrance fee to view the site known as the Acropolis. Furthermore, while visiting the site, a small gift of Greek produce be given as a thank you by Greek children to every child from the Tribes of Britain that visits the Acropolis.
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11.80 Whole World access to the Internet: A Global project

I want the whole World internet enabled as soon as possible so that as many people as possible can take part in the 12-12-12 initiative. If you have spare computers that are internet enabled, which you wish to dispose of, give them to me. Follow the links on www.12-12-12.org/11.80.

I direct appropriately configured old PCs be recycled and shipped to poorer Tribes, and software licensing copyright laws be adapted forthwith to allow this.

11.90 The Clockwork Radio

I direct clockwork radios with inbuilt torches be distributed to as many poor Tribes as possible so that they can be informed of the truth and can follow the 12-12-12 initiative wherever they may live. It is more efficient than dropping leaflets to illiterate people and there are no batteries to "borrow".

Such radios are invaluable during times of emergency.
11.100 Divorce and Separation

As an expert on this matter I direct the following guidelines: Couples who permanently cannot agree to disagree even with the help of invited third party advisors are better off living apart.

Squabbling over money during separation, often fuelled by fee earning lawyers is to be avoided. I want legally trained licensed arbitrators to deal with these matters quickly and cheaply. The couples can then divorce or separate with dignity and who knows - maybe reconcile and get back together again in future.

To give more than a prenuptial agreement promises or legally obliged to share is a loving act to end a relationship with.

Children should never be treated as a long term meal ticket just because the children's mental and material welfare is of paramount importance.

For those married to more than one wife at the same time who wish to divorce one of the wives (or visa versa) it gets very complicated and not within the scope of this book.

For those married to several husbands at the same time, I strongly advise urgent psychiatric help for any woman in this unfortunate position.

For unbiased help on divorce matters refer to the www.12-12-12.org/11.100 website.

11.110 Prenuptial agreements and Wills prior to marriage

I direct that all couples that intend to live together (whether by formal marriage or not) for more than one year, should undertake three things as soon as possible:

- A prenuptial agreement (or similar if a dowry is involved)
- A will in the event of death
- Inexpensive term life insurance on each other

Doing this now while you are happy will protect the dignity of your relationship in the event of a break up and protect the ones you love should you die prematurely.

Go to www.12-12-12.org/11.110 for examples. Do it soon.

11.120 Andronicos "The Great's" apology re any offence this book caused

If due to some reason anything written in this book has caused offence to your spiritual or religious beliefs I hereby apologise. Even though I am your Director and the Manager of Planet Earth, I am still answerable to the masses. On the other hand, any other statement or utterance that may have caused offence specifically to large corporations, certain politicians or senior civil servants is neither retracted nor withdrawn. If I get the chance to publicly repeat it whether verbally or in writing, I will do so until the aforementioned twits help me to eradicate war and extreme poverty.
For the record, the author does not profess to "greatness"

Please explain to the non British what a twit is.

A silly person. The term is usually replaced with stronger language.

Andronicos "the Cynic"

Andronicos the Mediator

11.130 Directions for those Andronicos "The Great" orders to "Get Off (My) Planet"

You are fortunate because the expression is symbolic and not literal. I do not condone violence against you, but will shame you. If you die before making right the wrongs you have caused I will ensure your name will remain for all to see in a document of shame. One day, future generations, wherever they may live in the universe, will judge you. Perhaps even to your very face.

11.140 Intentionally left blank

3

11.150 The New Civil Calendar December 22, 2012 (01/01/01 ACH):

I have decided to merge ALL the civil calendars of the World into a new Global one. Of course, religious calendars based on lunar cycles will continue for those who wish to use them while the moon as we know it exists.

I direct businesses to start planning now for the 1 ACH computer bug. The date December 22nd 2012 will be replaced with the date "1st of ............. in the year 01" and be written 01/01/01 dd/mm/yy format. "A C H" stands for "Anno Concordia Humanus" which in Latin means "in the year the human race became civilised".

Effective at one second past midnight on December 22nd 2012, the new civil calendar celebrating Global Peace and security will be born. It will mark several days of celebrations starting from December 12th 2012 until the end of the first new day of the new calendar.

3 Intentionally left blank in this version

4 Hebrew year: 5773       Islamic year: 1433
From 1 ACH all months will be 30 days in length with the exception of the 12th month every year, which will be 35. Leap years will cease as you know them. They will be replaced with a 3 day leap year every twelve years, starting in 12 ACH (2025 CE). Special events, celebrations and festivals will take place throughout the universe every time Earth has a leap year in future.

As a sign of observance by the manufacturers of "western" diaries, I direct all diaries from 2003 to start on December 12th and end on December 31st. The extra 20 days will cost hardly anything to manufacture or store. So do it.

Why have I chosen December 22nd and not December 12th to either mark the end or start of the new year? Well, it's not for religious "sun" worship purposes. I'm happy when it's a sunny day, but I don't worship astronomical phenomenon such as stars. Neither is it as a sign of acceptance to the Mayan belief that the end of the 5th Age (or epoch) will occur sometime between December 21 2012 and December 23 2012. No, it's because I am a neat, organised sort of person and want the winter/summer solstice to mark planetary year boundaries regardless of planet. It's much more tidy to use a cosmic standard.

I have also decided that the new calendar will replace all references to egotistical Roman Emperors and Tribal "Gods" by renaming all the months. I have already decided the new naming convention but am still open to suggestions. Get on www.12-12-12.org/11.150 if you wish to provide constructive input.

11.160 Global Standards to eventually be adopted

I direct a number of global standards be adopted as soon as practically possible, but before 12 ACH -

11.160.10 Daily Earth time: New decimal system

I direct that a new global decimal system for keeping daily Earth time be adopted, as follows -

1 new second will equal 86.4% of an existing second
1 new day will be the same as now, except:
100 new seconds will equal 1 new minute
100 new minutes will equal 1 new hour
10 new hours will equal 1 day (1 new day)

Start designing new watches soon.

11.160.20 Metric System: Adopt Worldwide

I direct the metric system to be in place worldwide. Nevertheless, if greengrocers wish to use the old system, and so do their local customers - let it be.

---

5 The solstice marks the shortest day of the year in the northern hemisphere and the longest day in the southern one.
For the record, the author does not profess to "greatness"

11.160.30  Automobiles: A global standard

I direct that every Tribe should ensure all their vehicles drive on the RIGHT. I direct this is planned for when smart technology can automatically stop a vehicle from being accidentally driven on the wrong side of the road. To start the project, I would like certain Greek Cypriot drivers to make their minds up NOW as to which side of the road they are supposed to be on.

11.160.40  Electricity: Common Worldwide voltage and output

I direct that every Tribe has the same electricity output (120 AC) and the same shape plug sockets, worldwide.

11.160.50  Telephone Jacks: Common standard

I direct that every Tribe has the same telephone jacks worldwide.

11.160.60  Road signs: The same symbols wherever you drive

I direct that a common standard for road signs be adopted worldwide. Clearly there will be regional variations such as "beware of Elephants crossing". This is fine.

11.160.70  Daylight saving time

For goodness sake, I direct all Sovereign Tribes that utilise daylight saving time, to change their clocks on the same day from now on. Don't wait more than 2 years for this little step in the direction of global standardisation. If there's any arguments I'll decide on the date.

11.170  Dogs

Don't take my directive in 11.60.30 literally. I actually like dogs (as pets not food), but rank fellow human beings higher up in the food chain compared to animals, whether cute or otherwise.
For a Happier Planet

The 84 ‘Global civilian bravery awards’: the real annual hall of fame

Effective 2004, I direct a global commission be established which identifies and honours approximately 1 person in every 100 million throughout the World for extreme non-military acts of heroism. The minimum criteria will be that the civilian recipient must have undertaken an extreme act of bravery which can be independently collaborated. Typically, the sort of thing someone would currently earn the British George Cross medal or American Medal of Honour for.

There will be no financial reward. A small hand sculptured rock painted by children will be the medal. The complete story of the act of bravery will be stored electronically for all time for future generations history books.

Such heroes shall never be forgotten for their acts as long as the human race exists.

All readers of the 12-12-12 book qualify automatically. 

Andronicos "the Cynic"

Sports

I direct no cheating be tolerated, whether by performance enhancing drugs or pulling a fast one over the referee.

Professional sporting bodies should use some of their vast wealth to ensure emergency appeals can be made during a game against an official's decision. Cameras and modern technology can assist in reviewing critical referee judgements almost instantaneously. Refer to how the NFL system works.

Scorers of goals or points are requested to make the "Many Tribes: One People, One Planet" handsign, instead of making love with each other in the sports arena. It's much more cool. And instead of whinging to the referee, "shut it."

I direct that children of all ages (3 - 969 years of age) realise that sport is just a game and not an act of worship or a religion.

Olympic games

I direct that as soon as practically possible after 1 ACH, that the Olympic games be totally reorganised with the following guidelines:

- The games will be held at a permanent location. Land that will belong to the whole World.

- The games will be every 3 years.

- The Olympic Committee will be replaced by elected officials answerable to the outside World.
- The term "Olympic Games" replaced by "Millennium Peace Games".

Certain members of national Olympic committees have given their loyalty and soul into making the Olympics a success. This is commendable, but the international committee is infiltrated by nepotistic old twits knee deep in corruption. Get rid of them.

**12.40 Summer ‘Camps for Peace’: Initially in Cyprus eventually Global**

Upon the Cyprus problem being resolved, I want to acquire two hotel complexes in Cyprus near the beach. One in the north for girls, the other in the south for boys. This will be the first of many such Summer Camps built around the World to provide one week vacations to deserving teenagers who are prepared to take part in recreational activities such as sports, culture, art and language learning that involves other Tribes.

Attending these camps will be a privilege for those who have made the best effort to help others. I'm not interested in the best sportsmen or brainiest whiz kids. Jewish teenagers will have to share domicile with Arab teenagers. No team sport or competition may involve selection based on Tribal origin.

I also want unusual sports for the region to be taught to these young people by respected class coaches.

The northern camp will be run only by women. All camps will include a conflict resolution course. The teenagers attending the camp will not have been invited in the first place if it was felt they needed this course. No, its so that when they return to their Tribe they can influence their more bigoted friends and relatives.

I want assistance from associations who organise similar camps. I will select some of you to run mine. In Tribal regions where the mixing of sexes is culturally acceptable, I want future camps to be mixed.

**12.50 Space messages to Earth's future colonies (a catalogue of people, history and mistakes)**

When extreme poverty and war have been eradicated from the planet, I direct that every launch of a space rocket that involves the colonisation of non-terrestrial habitats takes with it 12 complete electronic copies of the history of mankind.

A small arc will seal the contents of each data bottle for the descendants of Earth's children.

Never should there be accusations that mistakes such as the Holocaust, Slavery, War, Pollution, etc. were at best: legend, at worst: lies.

**12.60 The Global Flag: "Many Tribes: One People, One Planet"**

I direct the new Global Flag be used forthwith. It should never be placed at a lower level than other flags, or placed on the same flag pole. Treat it with respect. Never incorporate the Global Flag image as part of a national one or visa versa.
Using, wearing or flying the new Global Flag does not mean you love your Tribe (country) less. Neither does it indicate that you agree with every one of my opinions, directives or instructions. It means you consider ALL human beings equal.

Technical specifications for artwork and legal copyright matters can be found in Appendix G.

Am I allowed to produce global flag boxer shorts?  

Andronicos "the Cynic"

### 12.70 New handsign

I direct the new handsign which represents the Palm tree be made as of today.

Always make the new handsign using your left hand and always spread all your fingers (unless there is a physical reason it cannot be done). Respond your agreement by doing the same back to the originator of the handsign.

Using this new handsign is neither a religious nor political symbolism. It is a humanist one. It does not show you agree with every one of my opinions, directives or instructions. No, it means: you consider all human beings equal and you wish for war and extreme poverty to be eradicated from the face of the Earth.

For a demo get on the website [www.12-12-12.org/12.70](http://www.12-12-12.org/12.70).

Be careful: if fingers and thumb touch someone else's fingers and thumb it is the equivalent of a lover's passionate kiss. You are not forbidden to do so, but it could prove embarrassing if you are a World leader touching another or if you are on television and have just scored a goal.

Yet another work of "artistic skill" from His Greatness. If he were a professional artist, he would starve!  

Andronicos "the Cynic"

### 12.80 Fun with acronyms

Acronyms are initials that people use every day. For example "UN" is the acronym for the United Nations. Every 22 September (starting in 2003) at midday for 3 hours acronyms are forbidden at work or on live television news. Pay a small fine if an acronym is accidentally uttered (similar to a swear box). Buy something nice for your
loved one or your co-workers with the proceeds. Try to remember the new expressions you've heard, especially if you work on a "Helpdesk". I have named this day "SNAPOT" (Stop Nasty Acronyms Particularly on Television).

**12.90 Community Sing-songs once a month**

Many people like a good sing-song. It was very common in British pubs during the good old days. Bring it back at least once a month. And I don't mean Karaoke… I mean bring the piano back. Hold larger gatherings in conference halls and small stadiums, specifically for families.

Before every sports event - sing at least 7 popular songs: you'll find that even competing fans will join in.

Do the above because not only is it good fun, but for the following lesson:

A large crowd of people can all sing as one choir, even if the individual singers within have a poor voice or belong to another Tribe.

I direct the above initiative takes place as soon as possible.

I further direct the copyright holders of the music and lyrics make a formal announcement on this matter stating that such "public performances" are not subject to royalties.

**12.100 The Stadium of Millennium Peace**

After 1 ACH, I direct a massive "Stadium of Millennium Peace" sports complex be built. It will become the World capital of sport and special events, and belong to every Tribe on the planet.

**12.110 Biker Gangs**

As a sign of submission to me I want all biker gangs to obey my directives. As of December 12th 2003, the following laws will apply to individual members within the biker gang.

- Every Thursday you are commanded to wear a great big green and brown ribbon in your hair tied up in a large floppy 12 inch bow. It must be on the left side or at the back of your head pony style. Never wear the ribbon on the right side or on top of your head. If you place it in the wrong place I will be extremely displeased with the biker concerned.

- Also, every Thursday you are commanded to tie an 18" ribbon - also green and brown - on the left handle bar of your hog. Never anywhere else on the hog. If you don't, I will be extremely displeased with the biker concerned.

- Learn 12 sweet romantic words in French, Italian and Greek (4 per language). I've changed my mind - make it a total of 12 expressions in Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese and Greek.
- For the minority that do, stop taking part in satanic and occult rituals immediately.

The fact you will look like a big ugly sissy is irrelevant as no one will dare to laugh at you anyway.

When I call upon you to help your Tribe during a time of emergency be ready to sleep rough for a few nights.

Await further instructions from me or your Tribal chief.

I have no plans to be sharing the same body with Andronicos "The Great" if this becomes a personally hand delivered directive.

Andronicos "the Cynic"

12.120 Prisoners: Musicals and Opera

The following directives apply to prisoners who are guests of the State or Federal penitentiary system. Although any prison may take part anywhere in the World, I am aiming initially at American Tribal prisoners only.

Prisoners: obey God, obey your wardens and as of today, obey me. As a sign of obedience I direct an event is organised within your prison for those allowed the gift of special privileges. Create a prison choral society. By the autumn of 2003 perform a theatrical spectacle of "Prison Music for Peace" made up as follows but in any order:

- Rap lyrics (3 songs)
- Interlude any style (1 song)
- Opera style music and lyrics (3 songs)
- Interlude any style (1 song)
- Musical style music and lyrics (3 songs)
- Finale any style (1 song)

The songs you compose may not include any cursing or obscene language. Especially the "Rap" lyrics. The theme must be the elimination of absolute poverty and elimination of war by December 12, 2012.

Black prisoners must sing the "musical style" songs only and include their interpretation of at least one song from Mary Poppins or The Prince of Egypt sung with existing lyrics and music. The other two songs must be to existing music but with their own lyrics.

Mexican, Puerto Rican, Greek, etc. prisoners must sing the opera style songs only and include at least one World famous opera song (chorus only to be sung in Italian). The same rules as above apply. Two songs must be to existing music but with their own lyrics.

The white guys have to rap. One of their compositions must include at least 20% of the lyrics in Spanish.
Everyone can join in the chorus of the three songs sung during the interludes and at the end. Any style music. The performance may not exceed 12 songs (total length approximately 1 hour of actual singing).

No cross dressing while singing "knees up Mother Brown" and absolutely no escape attempts. This is not a World War 2 POW movie - it's reality. The word of your governor and prison wardens is final, including how to spend the royalties of any CD success to benefit the victims of crime.

Learn from each other's cultures. Go do it.

I can think of a great movie song title: The Prisoner of Zenda the Greek.
Andronicos "the Cynic"

12.130 Children’s petting zoos

I direct one petting zoo, of substantial size be built for every 1 million inhabitants. Everyone loves petting zoos: children, adults, seniors, especially those people who have learning disabilities. Go build.

12.140 Safari parks

I direct future zoos be placed in large safari park areas to allow animals to run around relatively freely, yet enable visitors to drive through and witness the wonder of wildlife. I want one built for every 25 million inhabitants.

Most people will soon be able to afford a holiday in a real safari park in Africa and South America, should they wish.

12.150 Giant Aquariums

I commend the staff of the Monteray Aquarium, California for their wonderful nature conservation schemes and marine zoo. I am particularly impressed with their World breaking 1 million gallon central tank where large marine creatures can be seen gorging themselves on anchovies. After 1 ACH I direct similar establishments throughout the World are planned that contain a massive aquarium as the centre piece. I want one built for every 100 million inhabitants.

12.160 Artificial coral reefs from retired ships of war

I commend the Coustau team which organised and filmed the sinking of a retired war ship in the Bahamas. The motive: to create a quick, instant infrastructure for coral reefs to spawn and populate, a process which normally takes many years. I love the symbolism and the message conveyed. As such I direct this practice be copied throughout certain parts of the World. Let Earth's future children in thousands of years time dive into the non polluted waters off idyllic beaches and witness this historic first decade of the new millennium with their own eyes.
Clearly certain safeguards need to be in place relating to pollution and accidentally ship wrecking boats in error. To ensure the Sovereign Tribes of the Caribbean don't suddenly find themselves at war against a Tribal coalition of Russian and Chinese troops, ensure the proper formal paperwork has been completed and that there are no military personnel on board at the time of sinking.

12.170 Online record of family history and celebration when baby born

Record and store the history of your family electronically. I direct a global record be produced ready for 1 ACH. Initiate the custom of starting reciting the history of the family whenever a baby is born. Starting with the oldest living relative and then working down a set of questions as can be found on the website www.12-12-12.org/12.170. Your future descendants will be happy that you took part in this soon to be global village family album.

12.180 Soccer

I direct that as soon as practically possible, FIFA, the soccer World governing body be totally accountable to Tribal soccer associations. I further direct all its finances be available for public scrutiny and all its committees be elected by the top 20 soccer teams in each Tribal region.

As of 1 ACH I direct the World cup takes place every three years.

12.190 Laughing at personal mistakes

Half the problems in the World, half the conflicts and half the anger can be eliminated overnight if everyone admitted their mistakes and laughed at their own a bit more. How many misunderstandings can be defused in this way! Laugh more.

On the subject of humour, I don't want wise guys or comedians cluttering up my www.12-12-12.org communication system. It will get in the way of real messages and ideas to eliminate many of the problems in the World. Instead, if you do want to add joviality to the proceedings - send it here to www.12-12-12.org/12.190 and no where else on the live 12-12-12 website.

12.200 12 hours a month helping others, a record for Earth's children

I invite every family to start using the enclosed Family Community Support Card. Never throw them away. If you have a scanner, put them on your computer and look back at them in years to come.

12.210 Israeli and Palestinian leaders: Family song for Summer Camps

I have written the lyrics of a song and at the right time, when some of the 12-12-12 initiatives begin to take place, I invite young relatives of the leaders of the Sovereign
Tribes of Israel and the Palestinian authority to take part in a special commemorative song. All the worldwide proceeds will go towards the two peace camps in Cyprus.

**12.220 Emergency update to global dictionaries Worldwide**

I direct an immediate emergency update to Encyclopaedias, dictionaries and scientific manuals around the World:

The definition "Homo Sapien Sapien" is the scientific expression that describes a human being. The word sapien is latin for "wise". Until mankind eradicates war and extreme poverty, I direct this expression be changed to Homo Stupidus Barbarus, which means, in case it's not obvious, stupid and barbaric human being.

Do this now.

And one more…. Andronicos "The Great." Refer to the definition of twit in section 11.120.

Andronicos "the Cynic"

**12.230 Volunteermatch**

I highly commend the internet based Volunteermatch service which links volunteers with local non profit and public sector volunteer opportunities.

By December 12 2003, I direct every Tribal region be wired up to similar internet sites across the World. Nevertheless, I insist that each charity or non profit organisation asking for assistance stipulates how much and what percentage is spent on administration and who audited the figures.

Go do it. Now. [www.12-12-12.org/12.230](http://www.12-12-12.org/12.230)

**12.240 Converting the shells of retired Nuclear weapons into playground toys of peace**

I direct all the Sovereign Tribes that possess nuclear weapons which are about to be retired from service, are converted into the building blocks of a special playground and petting zoo. Give it as a gift to at least two Sovereign Tribes. Ensure the materials are not radioactive. I don't want baby animals and children glowing in the dark.

**12.250 Read 'the Alchemist'**

I direct everyone should read "The Alchemist" by Paulo Coelho. This global best selling book may change your life. I read it at one of the worst times in my life and it changed my life.

When you follow the story of the young Spanish shepherd boy, imagine he is a symbolism of the human race's search for the treasure trove of truth and it's own destiny.

© Andronicos 2003
For the record, the author does not profess to "greatness"

12.260 Global Living Art Project across the Sahara and World Flag

As stated in section 3.70, while the Sahara is teeming with millions of people, I want two things done:

Firstly, on a given day I want several pictures made out of living human volunteers that stretches for hundreds of kilometres, to include a giant smiley face and of course the new "Many Tribes: One People, One Planet" flag. These and other "art exhibits" will then be photographed by satellite.

Secondly, I have decided to acquire a very small piece of land, approximately 100 metres square so that the tallest flag pole ever erected will fly the largest flag ever made. It will mark the spot where phase 1 of the land reclamation project will begin, namely the point where the Sovereign Tribal States of Egypt, Israel and Palestine converge.

12.1212 12th December 2012: Global Celebrations

I direct that the global celebrations for December 12th 2012 be the greatest ever witnessed on the planet and recorded for posterity.

I want street parties in every village, town and city to mark this new global public holiday. Fireworks, tickertape, bunting, Global Flags, feasting and dancing will be everywhere. Those that took part in the last 10 years in making it happen will be publicly honoured by those who couldn't.

Start planning now for this historic day. The day the dream came true. The day everyone cried out with the famous words of Martin Luther King, "Thank God Almighty we are free at last." The day that out of many Tribes the human race became one people on one planet. The day the human race became civilised enough to be allowed to take its rightful place in The Creator's majestic, awesome universe, ready for its real destiny amongst the stars.

I agree! Andronicos "the Cynic"

Amen! Andronicos the Mediator

Who Rules the World?

Andronicos "The Great" insisted on having the last word in this book. He decided to finish off by writing the open letter you can read below. A TV documentary is being produced following his future exploits!

There are 6.3 billion + people alive on earth today. Of these there are only approximately 200,000 powerful individuals who collectively rule the World. Within section 10.100 of the 12-12-12 book, they have been graded into four "power" categories: Grade A, B, C and S, with twelve "Influence" sub categories of 1-12.

If they all worked together with our help, these individuals possess the power, influence and/or wealth to bring about true Global Peace and the total eradication of absolute poverty by December 12th 2012.

Three questions spring to mind: Why don't they? What can we all do to help? And if you are one of these 200,000 collective World rulers, what is being asked of you?

The letter below will be sent for comment to all public companies in the World, using various means at the appropriate time. It is the first of several. This first letter is both positive and polite.

An open letter from Andronicos "The Great" to all category "B" Rulers of the World

From the office of Andronicos "The Great"
Earth

August 20th 2003

Dear CEO or key Board Member of every Public Company in the World that fits my criteria for selection as described in section 1.10.130,

Congratulations are in order. You are one of just a few thousand people that will make history. Your names will be honoured forever, wherever and whenever the Human Race eventually colonises other planets. You hold the key to Global Peace and the total and absolute end to extreme poverty worldwide. Such an historic achievement with your help will never ever be forgotten.
I have three requests for you and your Board of Directors to undertake. Firstly listen to my speech which was given with you in mind. It can be heard via the www.12-12-12.org website. Secondly as a sign of support to the billions who go to bed hungry every night, please follow my directives on fasting on the 12th of every month as described in section 1.100.10. Thirdly, when asked by various messengers I will use to send this letter to you and your Board, or if I turn up with a film crew, I want you to answer one simple question within 12 working days, by emailing via a temporary corporate email ID to brulers@12-12-12.org. Your response will be made public on the www.12-12-12.org website and other websites.

The question is as follows:
Would you recommend an investment in acquiring an asset for your organisation, using 10% of your global profits for 10 years to buy (or guarantee to fund by way of security) the type of Bond as described in section 1 of the 12-12-12 book and website, if most other public companies in the World agreed to do so and millions of volunteers each offered free labour for at least 90 days to achieve the key goals as described in a business plan by a top 12 audit or consulting firm?

Your answer should be (1) 'Yes', (2) 'No, because....' or (3) 'Yes, as long as there are conditions (which you should itemise in your open communication to me)'. No response at all, will be counted as a 'No' unless I am informed otherwise.

Not only will several billion people thank you for helping, but so will your shareholders who will benefit from the new markets the 12-12-12 initiative will create for your goods and services. More importantly, it will act as a catalyst for World Peace and Security. But most importantly, your future descendants, who in millions of years across the Cosmos could be more abundant than there are grains of sand on all the beaches in the World, will look back at this time, perhaps literally, and be proud at last to be called Human Beings and be privileged to be related to you personally.

I commend many of you for the considerable amount of time and money that has been spent helping good causes by way of charitable donations. I am not asking for charity, I am asking for a one off investment from people such as yourself, who manages certain corporations or has the power and influence to effect policy decisions within G20 Governments.

Billions of people await your response. Think from within before replying to me and bear in mind the reputation of your highly prized brand name can be enhanced substantially, not only in the short term, but for as long as the Human Race exists.

Yours truly

Z

Andronicos "The Great"
Director of The Human Race and Manager Planet Earth
I support the 12-12-12 Initiative

www.12-12-12.org